INTRODUCTION
============

In biological organisms, mutations (changes in DNA sequence) are the source of variation. Variation is a key concept in the biological sciences that impacts students' understanding of two core areas, evolution and genetics ([@B44]; [@B3]). However, few studies have been conducted on students' understanding of mutation. Existing studies have investigated students' misconceptions of mutation in the context of natural selection ([@B9]; [@B1]), genetics ([@B44]; [@B47]), and more broadly as a source of variation ([@B38]; [@B5]). This study investigates students' understanding of the origin of mutations using a cognitive approach to examine how students describe mutation in their written responses to a short-answer question. The results provide insight into students' perspectives on mutation that might be underlying their expression of noncanonical ideas in multiple contexts.

Mutation Is a Fundamental Concept That Is Difficult for Students to Understand
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The idea of mutation is fundamental in understanding biology. Mutation can be defined as a "technical term for some change in the individual gene" ([@B10], p. 1). The process of mutation can involve chromosomal rearrangements or the generation of small changes at the DNA level through errors in the action of DNA polymerase when replicating DNA. These errors either can occur spontaneously or can be induced by changes in the DNA structure caused by chemicals or X-rays. Mutation provides the source of variation essential for evolution to occur and is responsible for the cumulative changes that result in cancer. The field of genetics studies how mutations are passed from parents to offspring. A scientific understanding of mutation is therefore vital for biologists to understand evolution and genetics and also for the public to make sense of issues such as genetically modified foods and exposure to mutagens.

Research has shown that mutation is a difficult concept for students in multiple contexts. In genetics education, where an understanding of mutation is critical to understanding genetic diseases, existing research has shown that students often hold incorrect ideas about the nature and consequences of mutations ([@B44]; [@B47]). For example, on the Genetics Concept Assessment, students selected answers stating that "A change is a mutation only if it will produce a change in the amino acid sequence" and that "A frameshift mutation cannot lead to an early stop of translation" ([@B47]). Similarly, [@B44] found that students hold noncanonical ideas about the effect of a mutation on an organism. In essays responding to open-ended questions about genetics, students frequently wrote that one mutation always causes one disease, a deterministic idea that is not consistent with the expert perspective that is more probabilistic about the outcomes of mutations. Holding deterministic views about mutation may explain why some students have difficulty with concepts such as incomplete dominance or the idea that inheriting a mutation in a cancer-associated gene is not a death sentence but only increases the probability of eventually developing cancer. While instruction that aligns with promising practices in science education has been shown to decrease the frequency of students selecting the most common incorrect answers for questions on the nature or effects of mutations, the incorrect response rate is still greater than 25% ([@B47]).

Mutation is also fundamental to understanding evolution, a core concept for biology literacy, because mutation provides the variation that is acted upon by evolutionary processes ([@B3]). Multiple studies have found that students have difficulty understanding the role of mutation in the process of evolution, either not recognizing the role of mutation as the source of organismal variation or believing mutation is caused by environmental change ([@B9]; [@B1]; [@B23]; [@B36]; [@B38]; [@B5]). Even after explicit instruction, one-third of 182 students did not include mutation in their conceptual models for the origin of variation in the context of evolution, suggesting that failing to recognize the role of mutation in evolution is relatively robust to instruction ([@B5]). When students do recognize the role of mutation in producing variation, they often state that mutations will suddenly appear in response to environmental changes ([@B9]; [@B1]; [@B23]; [@B36]). Even after instruction designed to target this noncanonical idea, 40% of students chose a response indicating that mutations were caused by a change in the environment ([@B13]).

Many of these studies explored students' understanding of the role or effects of mutation within the context of genetics or evolution ([@B44]; [@B23]; [@B47]; [@B5]). Only rarely has students' understanding about the mechanism of mutation been investigated. One exception is [@B38] study, which asked students to describe in writing how new alleles arise in a population. This lexical analysis revealed that students tended to describe types of mutations instead of the mechanism producing mutations. One limitation of this study was that, in a lexical analysis, the removal of context from the analysis may have obscured the extent to which students understand the mutation mechanism.

[@B38] did not suggest an explanation for their results. Using theory derived from cognitive science, we hypothesize that students were treating mutations as an entity that existed independent of the process that produced it. We conducted an in-depth qualitative analysis of students' written responses to investigate whether students have a tendency to think of mutation only as an entity and not as the process/mechanism that produces changes in DNA. Students' focus on mutation as an entity may cause attributes associated with processes (e.g., steps, time, interactions between entities) to be ignored, accounting for some of the catalogued noncanonical ideas about mutation. In the following section, we explore the background of entity and process thinking from cognitive psychology.

The Cognitive Perspective of Viewing Scientific Phenomena as an Entity or a Process
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Bringing a cognitive lens to discipline-based education research permits movement from descriptions of difficulties (misconceptions) to investigating patterns in learners' processes of learning. The cognitive perspective emphasizes the nature of knowing and learning, which includes how concepts and theories are understood and descriptions of organized patterns in cognitive activities ([@B22]). The cognitive perspective has been used as a framework to explain students' difficulties in understanding biological phenomena ([@B23]; [@B14]). The results of some studies have suggested that students' incorrect ideas about scientific phenomena may arise from cognitive explanatory biases, such as teleological thinking (the phenomenon occurs to fulfill a goal) or anthropocentric thinking (organisms act as conscious agents; [@B36]; [@B37]; [@B15]). [@B37] proposed that students might resort to intuitive ideas if they lack a "scientifically normative explanation," that is, mechanistic causes for phenomena. However, others have shown that students' tendency to select cognitive construals is influenced by the context ([@B21]).

Other cognitive theorists have suggested that students' difficulty in explaining scientific phenomena stems not from their tendency to ascribe an incorrect mechanistic cause but from their tendency to misclassify a phenomenon as an entity instead of a process ([@B12]). Entities are matter or objects, while processes are events or activities. According to this theory, the attributes for entities and processes are mutually exclusive ([@B12]; [@B11]). Entities "can be contained" ([@B11]), while processes cannot; processes are associated with the attribute of "occurring over time," while entities are not.

In physics, several researchers have shown across multiple contexts that students have a tendency to misattribute processes to the entity category ([@B12]; [@B39]; [@B45]; [@B29]; [@B17]). This misattribution has been associated with what have been labeled robust misconceptions, noncanonical ideas that are very difficult to correct ([@B12]; [@B39]; [@B45]; [@B29]; [@B17]). For example, in physics, students tend to incorrectly describe heat as a collection of objects instead of a process involving the movement of molecules. Thus, they will incorrectly talk about "hot molecules" ([@B11], p. 57). According to [@B11], this type of miscategorization is problematic, because entities and processes do not share common attributes. Processes such as baking bread, heating, or electricity flowing through a circuit have an element of time associated with them. Entities such as bread, the incorrect "hot molecules," or the electrons contained in the circuit do not occur over time (although they may continue to be in existence). Similarly, no process can have physical properties such as color, volume, or location ([@B11]). [@B11] claims that, when students do miscategorize processes as entities, robust misconceptions arise that are resistant to instruction, because it is not enough to point out the misconception. Instead, students have to change the way they categorize. For example, students tend to struggle with understanding heat transfer, and they often express the incorrect idea that "coldness from the ice flows into the water" ([@B11], p. 51). Achieving long-lasting change requires more than simply changing this one idea. It requires a fundamental shift in the idea that heat transfer is something that occurs as the result of a transfer of a thing, "coldness" that contains "cold," to a process-based concept that includes the movement and collision of molecules over time ([@B11]). The coding schemes to distinguish processes and entities employed by many of the researchers using this cognitive framework tend to be specific to the scientific phenomenon. Therefore, it is helpful to look elsewhere for a more general characterization of what constitutes evidence of process-based reasoning by students.

Characterizing Processes and Entities Using the Theory of Mechanism
-------------------------------------------------------------------

In the science education literature, researchers have characterized students' explanations of scientific phenomena in terms of their understanding of scientific mechanism ([@B42]). As reviewed in [@B42], scientific mechanism is often equated with scientific process. While disagreement exists on the nuances, most definitions of scientific mechanism agree that a scientific mechanism describes how entities within a phenomenon interact to produce outcomes associated with the phenomenon ([@B30]; [@B4]; [@B20]; Illiari and Williamson, 2012). Relating this definition back to the idea of categorization of entities and processes, the entities would be defined as the objects in the phenomenon. In the example of heat transfer when hot and cold liquids are mixed, the entities would be the molecules in the hot and cold liquids. The mechanism is the heat-transfer process, which occurs through the interaction of molecules spatially and temporally. As the molecules move and bump into one another, they affect the motion of other molecules, either speeding them up or slowing them down. Students who refer to "hotness" as a thing to be transferred are missing the temporal and spatial interactions that are essential for understanding how one activity leads to the next to produce the end product (medium liquid temperature) from the starting conditions (hot and cold liquid).

"Mechanistic reasoning involves more than noting which causes are associated with which effects" ([@B42], p. 506). [@B42] give the example of a student that responds to a teacher's prompt by stating that "Gravity's pulling the book down before the paper" (p. 518). According to the framework for mechanistic reasoning that they developed, this student has named an activity "pulling down" that is engaged in by gravity; the gravity is the cause for the effect of "pulling down." In this phrasing, the mechanistic process of gravity is a thing that does the pulling. Without additional reasoning about either the chaining of events (the steps in a mechanism) or the interactions occurring between the entities involved in the mechanism of gravity (e.g., the paper and the earth), this statement shows a lack of mechanistic understanding of the scientific phenomenon of objects falling down.

[@B46] make a similar argument for the importance of context when they discuss how to categorize "wind" in two very similar example statements. They state that one example statement, "That sound you hear is just the wind moving through the canyon" (p. 385), should be categorized as an entity statement for "wind." In contrast, [@B46] present another example statement about wind, "The wind in the canyon is just the air moving" (p. 385), as evidence of process thinking about wind. They explain that the different contextual aspects associated with students' descriptions of what is moving results in the two different categorizations, but do not expand in a way that is generalizable to other phenomena.

However, by applying [@B42] framework, it is possible to develop more generalizable parameters for distinguishing between entity and process statements. In the first statement ("wind moving through the canyon"), [@B42] would probably have said that the student had named a cause (wind) for the effect (sound) but had not described a mechanism. On the other hand, the second statement, which was classified as a process by [@B46], contains indicators of two categories of [@B42] framework that are associated with mechanistic descriptions: "identifying organization of entities" and "chaining." The second statement specifies how two entities (air and the canyon) are organized with respect to one another: the wind in the canyon is caused by the air *moving* \[in the canyon\]. There is also an indication of chaining, because the statement implies that the air has to move in the canyon for wind to occur. These two features (identifying organization of entities and chaining) are absent for the process of wind from the entity-classified statement "the wind moving through the canyon," which merely states that the wind is an entity that is moving through the canyon (although one could make the case that this is a process statement for sound).

The Dual Nature of Mutation as an Entity and a Process
------------------------------------------------------

Unlike many of the physical phenomena that have been studied, which can only be seen as either an entity (e.g., temperature) or a process (e.g., heating), the word "mutation" describes both an entity (the change in the DNA) and a process (how that change is produced). (Another example is adaptation, which can be defined both as a feature \[an entity\] that becomes more frequent in a population as a result of a selective process, and as a process by which populations change over time in response to specific environmental pressures.) Both the entity-based and process-based perceptions of mutation have affordances and limitations depending on context. For example, an entity-based perception of mutations facilitates understanding inheritance, because it is necessary to know that mutations/alleles have fixed locations on chromosomes to understand recombination and the effect of the chromosome movements on sorting alleles into gametes. On the other hand, the perception of mutation as a dynamic process with attributes such as time, steps, and interactions is critical to understanding other biological processes. The process-based perspective of mutation is required to understand why the development of cancer is a multistep process and why a change in the environment cannot directly cause a change in the DNA in evolutionary processes.

Experts switch with ease between entity- and process-based associations ([@B25], [@B24]; [@B11]). However, based on prior research in physics ([@B39]; [@B45]; [@B29]; [@B17]), it is likely that students tend to perceive mutations primarily as entities, subjugating the process that produced the mutations.

Adopting a cognitive lens and investigating how students perceive mutation rather than what students know about mutation will permit a broader instructional approach that will elevate students' scientific understanding across multiple contexts. Moreover, such research has the potential to add to cognitive understanding, because the entity-based perception of mutation is not treated as a misconceived idea as in prior studies ([@B7]; [@B45]; [@B25], [@B24]; [@B8]). This study uses a free-­response question to elicit the ideas that are accessible to students about mutation, what students can access from their memories in that context ([@B49]). The prompt question was adapted from [@B38] and was intentionally left vague to elicit entity/process responses rather than to assess what students know about mutation or the mechanisms for mutation. We used qualitative analyses to answer the following research questions:

In written responses to a prompt asking students to explain how mutations originate in populations of organisms:What topics do students discuss in their answers with respect to mutation?To what extent do students describe mutation as an entity or as a process?What types of noncanonical ideas are expressed?How do students' noncanonical ideas about mutation expressed in their writing relate to their entity-/process-­focused treatment of mutation?

METHODS
=======

Context
-------

Participants in this study were students enrolled in the first semester of an introductory course for biology majors at a large midwestern research university in the United States. Sixty-four students (*N* = 64; 90% of whom were freshmen) completed the assessment questions used in this study. Student pseudonyms were used. The course was cotaught by two experienced instructors with an average teaching experience of more than 15 years who have been trained in active-learning techniques.This study was approved by the institutional review board at our university under IRB 1702E07721.

Analysis of the textbook ([@B6]) used by students in this study showed that, in the chapter that covers mutation, the 17 figures depict the types and effects of germ-line versus somatic cell mutations, the phenotypes for genetic disease caused by point mutations, and types of structural changes in the DNA caused by mutagens. All of these figures treated mutation as an entity, and none depicted the process of mutation.

Data Collection
---------------

The free-response question was administered during the 11th week of a 15-week-long course, after students had received instruction in mutation and DNA replication. This method was chosen to reveal what perspectives are accessible (readily retrieved in the moment) to students versus what might be available (previously memorized information that can be elicited if the right cue is provided; [@B49]). While multiple-choice questions tend to capture whether students know the correct answers in response to explicit or implicit cues in the prompts and distractors, free-response questions can elicit a more complex thinking or a higher-level cognitive processing ([@B31]). Compared with the interview format, the use of written responses to questions avoids potential cueing by the interviewers and is less resource intensive for larger samples ([@B50]; [@B34]).

The two questions in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} were adapted from [@B38]. Students randomly received one of the questions. We used two organisms here, because research has shown that assessment item features and contexts (such as organism type) can affect students' thinking ([@B35]; [@B27]). Because research has shown that students tend to describe processes as entities ([@B45]; [@B29]; [@B17]), this question was phrased to theoretically bias toward a process-based description of mechanisms underlying mutation. The word "how" was used as to prompt for descriptions of a process. Prior studies have shown that 42% of primary and secondary students answered "how" questions about a scientific phenomenon with causal or mechanistic explanations and another 43% provided a reason for the phenomenon ([@B2]). The word "originate" was used, because theoretically this word should lead students into describing the molecular mechanisms *producing* mutations. Because we were also interested in whether students would have a dual perspective on mutations in their writing, the process cues were balanced by the use of the word "mutations" as a noun, an entity cue.

###### 

Free-response questions used to reveal student ­perspectives on mutation

  Version   Questions
  --------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  1         Explain how mutations originate in populations of lizards. (You can illustrate your answer with drawings.)
  2         Explain how mutations originate in populations of bacteria. (You can illustrate your answer with drawings.)

Data Analysis
-------------

All 64 participants responded to the assessment questions. Thirty students responded to the question on lizards. Thirty-four responded to the question on bacteria. Student responses were analyzed in three phases. Phase 1 catalogued the topics contained in students' responses. Phase 2 analyzed whether the responses reflected an entity- or a process-focused treatment of mutation. Phase 3 characterized noncanonical ideas about mutation contained in students' responses.

### Phase 1: Coding for Topics in Students' Descriptions.

The first phase of coding broadly characterized the topics students mentioned with respect to mutation. The goal of this phase of coding was to determine whether students mentioned a cause for the origin of mutations.

Six codes were developed from phrases in students' responses using inductive coding ([@B19]): "DNA Replication," "Induction," "Other Cause," "Definition/Types," "Natural Selection," and "Reproduction." Examples of these codes are shown in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. A single student response could be assigned multiple codes, because students could mention multiple topics with respect to mutation in their answers, and therefore, the unit of coding for phase 1 is a phrase within the entire response. Six responses included drawings along with the written answers. The drawings were analyzed using these six codes to capture the ideas the drawings conveyed.

###### 

Descriptions and examples of six codes developed in the process of coding for response topics with the corresponding phrase bolded in the student responses

  Category      Code                Description                                                                                                                                                                                                                                Student response
  ------------- ------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Cause         DNA Replication     The student includes replication of the hereditary material of the organism as a way that mutation originates.                                                                                                                             **Mutations originate *via* errors in replication of DNA**, or through horizontal transfer of DNA among individuals.---Jennifer
                Induction           The student claims that mutation is caused by agents in the environment, which include chemicals or radiation. The student may use use "outside factors" or "induced" when talking about mutagens.                                         Mutation can occur in a variety of ways. Sometimes mutations occur spontaneously during DNA replication. If the lizard population is **exposed to mutagens such as UV radiation or certain chemicals**, this could also cause mutation.---Alan
                Other Cause         The student includes causes other than DNA replication or induction for how mutations arise, which may include transcription, transduction, or change in the environment.                                                                  There are different ways that mutations originate in bacteria, although I can really only think of a few. **The insertion of viral DNA can cause mutations** by changing the DNA sequence. Other ways to alter the DNA sequence, which causes mutations, is the addition or deletion of base pairs within DNA that can create a whole new amino acid sequence by changing one or more of the amino acids.---Sandy
  Description   Definition/Types    Student talks about what a mutation is (e.g., a change in the sequence) or student lists types of mutation (e.g., insertions, deletion).                                                                                                   A lot of things can cause mutations. **It could be a frameshift, missense, nonsense mutation. These can be insertions, deletions, or frameshift** that can either change or not affect the amino acid sequence that will be transcribed and translated. These are then passed down from the parents' gametes.---Holly
  Propagation   Inheritance         Student includes part of or the whole process of reproduction to describe how mutation gets passed down and preserved in the population.                                                                                                   **It begins with a mutation in one organism and when it spreads either it survives in the environment or it dies**.---Anne
                Natural Selection   The student talks about part or the whole process of how the mutation benefits or harms the organisms as related to natural selection. Or the student talks about how the environment interacts with the presence of a certain mutation.   Mutations originate slowly. Usually neutral mutations will arise that do not do anything for the individual's fitness. However, **some lizards may accumulate an advantageous mutation which increases its fitness, allowing it to reproduce more. Because of this, there will be more lizards in the population with this mutation**.---Kelly

Thirty responses (*n* = 30) were coded by FF.Z., who has a master's degree in botany and is pursuing a doctoral degree in science education, and independently by A.S., who has doctoral degrees in both biology and science education. The average Cohen's kappa was 0.94, indicating an almost perfect reliability ([@B33]).

The six codes reflecting topics mentioned by students in their answers were grouped into three topic categories ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}): Cause, Description, and Propagation. The Cause category contains codes that mention a cause for mutation whether correct (i.e., DNA Replication or Induction) or incorrect (Other Cause; e.g., change in the environment). The Description category contains the Definition/Types code. In this category, students described what a mutation is or the types of mutations. The Propagation category contains codes that refer to how a mutation will spread through a population (Natural Selection) or be propagated from parent to offspring (Reproduction).

### Phase 2: Coding for Defining Characteristic, Steps, and Interactions.

The second phase of coding was to determine whether, within the entire response, students were treating mutation as an entity or a process. Student responses that did not contain a Cause code (DNA Replication, Induction, Other Cause) were coded as treating mutation as an entity. These responses did not even name an activity that could result in the production of mutation. Thus, they did not even make a cause and effect association ([@B42]).

However, for the responses that were coded as Cause, we needed to determine whether students were simply identifying a cause/effect association or whether they were providing a process-based description. Therefore, this phase of coding moved beyond coding which words were mentioned in students' responses to a coding scheme that captured context ([@B46]). Drawing on the distinctions between entity and process descriptions provided by [@B46] and the framework for mechanistic reasoning ([@B42]), we developed a coding scheme that applied to this context but may have broader applications as well. Levels 6 (organization of entities) and 7 (chaining: backward and forward) of the framework for mechanistic reasoning ([@B42]) indicate that students have moved beyond naming a cause or activity and, therefore, merely showing a knowledge of input--output relations ([@B46]; [@B42]). Levels 6 and 7 indicate an acknowledgment of the mechanism/process that underlies this relationship: how an output was dynamically produced from the initial state. The framework for mechanistic reasoning was developed to characterize the discourse of young children in conversation with one another. However, this context involves written descriptions by undergraduate students in response to a prompt. In this static context, it can be difficult to detect evidence of chaining. Therefore, we chose to more specifically define chaining as "Steps"; the response shows evidence of sequential steps. The level 6 code, organization of entities, is vague and could describe spatial organization between entities that were not associated with one another, although that does not seem to be the way it was applied ([@B42]). Therefore, this code was more specifically defined for this context as "Interactions," evidence that two or more entities interacted with one another in some way. The Steps and Interactions codes also better encapsulate the mutation mechanism, which is a series of activities (binding, copying, repairing) carried out by multiple entities that interact with one another ([@B30]). If the response containing a named causal activity did not show evidence of steps or interactions, then the response was coded as naming a "Defining Characteristic." In these cases, the named activities are attributes (albeit causal) of the entity, but do not demonstrate a knowledge of a process or mechanism ([@B42]).

The three quotes in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"} will be used to demonstrate how this coding scheme was applied. All three of the responses are presented in their entirety. Jennifer stated that "Mutations originate via errors in replication of DNA, or through horizontal transfer of DNA among individuals. She has named two activities, one partially correct ("DNA replication") and one incorrect ("horizontal transfer") that, according to her, cause mutations ("mutations originate via"). Mutations were treated as the effect of these causal activities, the end product. Moreover, mutations were equated with "errors in replication of DNA," another entity (errors) that results from an activity (DNA replication). There is no evidence in this response of the dynamic mutational process that involves interactions between DNA and DNA polymerase resulting in errors that may then be repaired by the same enzyme or a different enzyme. Attributes of the entity have been defined (caused by *x* and *y*), but not attributes of the process (entities interacting in a spatiotemporal sequence to convert an initial state into an end state).

###### 

Descriptions and examples of three codes used to code for Entity- or Process-Focused phrases with Entity-Focused phrases italicized and Process-Focused phrases double-underlined in the student responses

  Code                                       Description                                                                                                                                                  Student response
  ------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Defining Characteristic (Entity-Focused)   The student describes the process as a definition statement and provides no explanation of the process.                                                      Mutations originate *via errors in replication of DNA, or through horizontal transfer of DNA among individuals*.---Jennifer
  Steps (Process-Focused)                    The student attempts to describe steps in the process from a starting point to an ending point.                                                              In the process of DNA replication/transcription, there are very rare events in [which an enzyme either makes a mistake]{.ul} when replicating DNA by changing a nucleotide in a sequence or an RNA polymerase encoding RNA makes a transcript that slightly differs from the desired product. Any mistakes, such as these, [that are not corrected]{.ul} by the cell permanently alter the genotype of that cell as well as any subsequent offspring made with genetic info from \[the\] altered organism.---Brendan
  Interactions (Process-Focused)             The student attempts to describe the interaction among distinct objects or between objects and the outside factors to explain the dynamics in the process.   During DNA replication in a single gamete, a mutation may occur. Mutations arise from [DNA polymerase attaching an incorrect base pair]{.ul} at any point during the replication process. If this mutated gamete is able to grow into maturity with this mutation and reproduce, the mutation will begin to spread through the population. If the mutation happens to provide an advantage in fitness, the mutation will continue to spread via higher rate of reproduction of the more fit mutated lizards.---Victor

Contrast Jennifer's response to Brendan's response. Interestingly, Brendan did not mention the word "mutation." Instead, he described a series of events involving interactions between more than one entity. First, he stated that there were "rare events in which an enzyme either makes a mistake when replicating DNA by changing a nucleotide in a sequence."[^1^](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} Even this initial statement differs in a key way from Jennifer's statement that "mutations originate via errors in replication of DNA." While Jennifer named mutations as the output of an activity, Brendan is describing a process that occurred over time when he proceeded: "Any mistakes, such as these \[referring to the output of the first activity\], that are not corrected." Thus, he named a second activity, "correction," that occurs after the first, describing a mutation process that has two sequential steps and therefore must occur over time---a key attribute of processes, but not entities.

The third response, by Victor, also differs from Jennifer's response (albeit more subtly). Victor began by saying, "During DNA replication in a single gamete, a mutation may occur." If Victor had stopped there, then this would have been equivalent to Jennifer's naming of an activity that causes an output, a thing called "mutation." However, Victor continued, "Mutations arise from DNA polymerase attaching an incorrect base pair at any point during the replication process." In this part of the description, Victor described one entity (DNA polymerase) doing something (attaching) with another entity (base pair), describing an interaction between the two entities (DNA polymerase and base pair).

Using this coding scheme, all responses that named a causal activity for mutation, whether correct or incorrect (Cause category), were coded for Defining Characteristic, Steps, and Interactions by FF.Z. and independently by A.S. The average Cohen's kappa was 0.93, indicating an almost perfect reliability ([@B33]).

#### Categorizing Responses as an Entity-, Process-, or Dual-Focused Treatment of Mutation.

Any causal response that was coded as Steps or Interactions was categorized as Process-Focused treatment of mutation, because we argue that these codes show evidence within the written description of attributes associated with processes. Any causal response that was coded as Defining Characteristic used the activity to define/characterize mutation as an entity that results from a particular activity and was thus classified as Entity-Focused. Because some responses were coded in phase 1 as Cause and either Propagation and/or Description, some responses showed evidence of both Entity-Focused treatment of mutation (from the Propagation or Description) and Process-Focused treatment of mutation (if the Cause was coded as containing Steps and Interactions). These responses were classified as Dual-Focused.

#### Coding for the Entity/Process Treatment of Propagation of Mutations.

To determine whether students could apply a Process-Focused characterization to another mechanism, we re-examined responses that were coded as naming activities associated with Propagation of mutation using the same coding scheme used for Cause of mutations (described in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). Therefore, all phrases of Propagation of mutation were coded to see whether students described the steps or interactions associated with reproduction (the process of how mutations are passed down from parents to the next generation) or evolution (the process of how mutations are spread in the population under natural selection), or simply provided defining characteristics. These responses will be described in detail in the *Results* section. All of the Propagation phrases (*n* = 33) were coded by FF.Z. and independently by A.S. The average Cohen's kappa was 0.82, indicating a strong reliability ([@B33]).

### Phase 3: Coding for Noncanonical Ideas.

All responses were analyzed for the presence of noncanonical ideas about mutations. Noncanonical ideas that appeared at least twice in students' responses were captured and grouped into categories. Three categories were identified: Incorrect Cause, Confound Mechanisms, and Determinism. For example, Determinism denotes when a student elaborates on the effect of mutation, the student conveys the idea that one mutation will lead to a change in trait, or the student states that only beneficial mutations or nonharmful mutations can be passed on (as underlined by the wavy lines in Sally's description, "If this mutation is silent it won't impact anything, if it is detrimental to the survival, that bacteria will be less fit, [if it is beneficial, it could be passed on to gametes proceeding \[*sic*\] it]{.ul}"). The description of these codes and examples are listed in [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}. FF.Z. and a second coder with a doctoral degree in molecular biology coded all responses (*n* = 64) independently, and the average Cohen's kappa was 0.85, indicating a strong reliability ([@B33]).

###### 

Descriptions and examples of codes used for identifying noncanonical ideas with the noncanonical ideas highlighted using wavy underlining in the student responses

  Code                  Description                                                                                                                                                                                                                          Student response
  --------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Incorrect Cause       The student indicates that mutations originate because of environmental change or evolutionary ­mechanisms.                                                                                                                          Mutations can occur from random chance, [by gene flow, genetic drift]{.ul}...--Kyle
  Confound Mechanisms   The student describes a mechanism that produces mutation, and the student uses transcription or translation instead of DNA replication.                                                                                              [In the process of DNA replication/transcription, there are very rare events in which an enzyme either makes a mistake when replicating DNA by changing a nucleotide in a sequence or an RNA polymerase encoding RNA makes a transcript that slightly differs from the desired product]{.ul}. Any mistakes, such as these, that are not corrected by the cell permanently alter the genotype of that cell as well as any subsequent offspring made with genetic info from \[the\] altered organism.--Brendan
  Determinism           When the student elaborates on the effect of mutation, he or she conveys the idea that one mutation will lead to a change in trait. Or the student states that only beneficial mutations or nonharmful mutations can be passed on.   Mutations can be random accidents that arose during transcription during binary fission, or if phages or other bacteria inject their DNA into the bacteria. They can also occur due to mutagens. If this mutation is silent it won't impact anything, if it is detrimental to the survival, that bacteria will be less fit, [if it is beneficial, it could be passed on to gametes proceeding \[*sic*\] it]{.ul}.--Sally

RESULTS
=======

The first section of the *Results* will discuss how students treat mutation in their responses: as an entity or as a process. We will then present the types of noncanonical ideas that were observed and the association with the treatment of mutation. All example responses are presented in their entirety. Responses from both question contexts, the lizards and bacteria, were collapsed, because no significant differences in the patterns described below were identified according to the organism type (Supplemental Table A).

Phase 1: Most Students Named a Cause for Mutation
-------------------------------------------------

Out of 64 student responses, 48 mentioned a cause for mutation, suggesting that 75% of students recognized that the question was asking for a causal response. Twenty-five percent of student responses (16) only mentioned Description or Propagation without listing or describing any cause. Fifty percent of the 64 responses included the topic of Description, indicating that they contained a definition of mutation as a change in DNA or described the different types of mutations. Fifty-two percent of the 64 responses contained the topic of Propagation stating how mutations were passed down to the next generation or spread in the population. On average, each student response included 1.8 topic categories (i.e., Description, Propagation, or Cause).

Phase 2: Few Responses Reflected a Process-Focused Treatment of Mutation
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Of the 64 student responses we analyzed, nine contained Process-Focused phrases with respect to mutation---phrases that described either steps or interactions in the mechanism of mutation ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). Out of these nine responses, two contained only Process-Focused phrases and were classified as Process-Focused--only responses ([Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}). Seven contained both Process-Focused and Entity-Focused phrases and were classified as Dual-Focused responses ([Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Distribution of student responses under Process-­Focused, Entity-Focused, and Dual-Focused categories (*N* = 64)

  Treatment of mutation   Number of students   Percentage of students
  ----------------------- -------------------- ------------------------
  Process-Focused only    2                    3.1
  Entity-Focused only     55                   86
  Dual-Focused            7                    10.9

### A Process-Focused--Only Treatment of Mutation.

Only two out of 64 responses provided Process-Focused treatment of mutation without also containing an Entity-Focused description of mutation. Ethan's response to the prompt is"Mutations in a lizard population can arise spontaneously but this is less common due to proofreading and other counter measures. Additionally, [if a lizard is exposed to chemicals, UV radiation, or any number of other mutagens, the number of mistakes in DNA transcription/translation increases and therefore there is less of a chance that all these get caught and either fixed or destroyed by the body]{.ul}."

His response provided evidence for a Process-Focused treatment of mutation, because multiple steps (which occur over time) were included in his description. The steps were 1) exposure to mutagens ("if a lizard is exposed to chemicals, UV radiation, or any number of other mutagens"), 2) mistakes in DNA occur ("the number of mistakes in DNA transcription/translation increases"), 3) mistakes get caught ("therefore there is less of a chance that all these get caught"), and 4) mistakes are "either fixed or destroyed." Although Ethan confounded DNA replication with DNA transcription/translation, we are not coding for correctness of answers, but for indicators of steps or interactions.

### A Dual-Focused Treatment of Mutation.

Seven out of 64 responses included both phrases that indicated a focus on process and phrases that indicated a focus on describing mutation as an entity. Mary stated,"Mutations originate in a population of bacteria [when the polymerase molecule makes a mistake when extending the second strand of complementary DNA. This mistake can be inserting the wrong base pair]{.ul}. This might happen because there are 4 nitrogenous base pairs, 2 pyrimidines and 2 primines; Adenine pairs with Thymine while Guanine pairs with Cytosine. [The polymerase could accidentally pair the other pyrimidine with the primine]{.ul}. This may be harmful during translation of the mRNA of the gene. This substitution mutation can be silent in that the codon still codes for the same amino acid. It could code for another amino acid which may not have a huge effect on the protein other than changing the protein shape slightly making it more difficult for the protein to function properly. Or it could code for a stop codon which would terminate translation early and completely throw off protein function."

Mary's response was classified as Process-Focused because it was coded as showing evidence of Interactions. Mary included two sections that were indicative of polymerase interacting with base pairs (indicated by the underlined sections). The most explicit statement occurs when she stated, "The polymerase could accidentally pair the other pyrimidine with the primine." Although not coded as explicitly showing evidence of Steps, this response contains a suggestion of time associated with the formation of mutation with the use of the phrase "when polymerase molecule makes a mistake when extending." Mary also included descriptions of one type of mutation (a "substitution mutation") that depicted mutation as an entity to be categorized and was coded as Description. Therefore, Mary's response can be categorized as a Dual-Focused treatment of mutation.

Three of these seven students whose responses reflected a Dual-Focused treatment of mutation described the propagation of mutation through the population after describing the mechanism of mutation.

The Majority of Student Responses Reflected an Entity-Focused Treatment of Mutation
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Student responses that contained only Entity-Focused phrases were much more common that those that contained both. Eighty-six percent of (55) students treated mutation only as an entity in their responses. [Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"} shows the distribution of coded topic phrases that were mentioned under each of the response categories. For example, 55 out of 64 student responses treated mutation as an entity, either by describing the Cause of mutation (DNA Replication or Induction or Other Cause) as a defining statement or by only including the Description or Propagation of mutations. As summarized in [Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"}, out of 55 Entity-Focused responses, 39 student responses named a causal activity that was coded as describing a Defining Characteristic of mutation Cause and thus were classified as Entity-Focused. The remaining 16 responses did not include any Cause phrases. Twelve of these responses were coded as providing a Description (categorizing or defining mutation) and 11 were coded as Propagation (discussing how mutations are inherited).

###### 

Distribution of coded topic phrases under response categories of Entity-Focused, Process-Focused, and Dual-Focused treatments of mutation^a^

  Entity/Process-Focused (phase 2 codes)   Topics mentioned (phase 1 codes)                      
  ---------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------- ----------- -----------
  Entity-Focused (55)                      Cause as a Defining Characteristic (39)   Yes (16)    Yes (10)
                                                                                                 None (6)
                                                                                     None (23)   Yes (9)
                                                                                                 None (14)
                                           No Cause (16)                             Yes (12)    Yes (7)
                                                                                                 None (5)
                                                                                     None (4)    Yes (4)
                                                                                                 None (0)
  Process-Focused (2)                      Cause with Steps or Interactions (2)      Yes (0)     ---
                                                                                     None (2)    Yes (0)
                                                                                                 None (2)
  Dual-Focused (7)                         Cause with Steps or Interactions (7)      Yes (4)     Yes (0)
                                                                                                 None (4)
                                                                                     None (3)    Yes (3)
                                                                                                 None (0)
  Phrases total                            48                                        32          33

^a^On average, each student response included 1.8 topic phrases.

### Entity-Focused Responses That Mentioned a Cause for Mutation.

Out of 48 student responses that mentioned Cause, 39 responses treated the cause as a Defining Characteristic and mutation as an entity---something to be defined. In the response that follows, Emily defined a mutation as an entity that can be "caused by something (e.g., UV radiation)," noting the cause (UV radiation) and the effect (mutation) without delineating the dynamics of the process (the Steps or Interactions). Emily proceeded to characterize the types of mutations ("addition of a base, deletion of a base") and the possible effects, treating mutation as the end product to be categorized. Because Emily's response provided no evidence of the steps or interactions (the dynamic activity) associated with a process, even though she named a causal activity, her response was coded as Entity-­Focused:"*Mutations can either be random or can be caused by something (*e.g., *UV radiation).* There are a few types of mutations that may occur such as addition of a base, deletion of a base, or it may switch the base (not complimentary \[*sic*\]). It can have different effects on expression depending on the type of mutation and the location of the mutation, for example a mutation in the 3rd spot of an amino acid group will most likely not change the expression of the gene."

### Entity-Focused Responses That Did Not Mention a Cause for Mutation.

Because the question asked students to explain how mutations originate, not how they are propagated or how they are defined, it was expected that all students would mention a cause for mutation. However, 16 students did not even mention a cause for mutation ([Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"}). Instead, these students defined a mutation and/or listed types of mutations (Description phrases) and/or wrote about how mutations were transferred from parents to offspring or propagated in a population (Propagation phrases). All of these responses were classified as Entity-Focused treatment of mutation. For example, Kelly wrote,"Mutations originate slowly. Usually neutral mutations will arise that do not do anything for the individual's fitness. However, some lizards may accumulate an advantageous mutation which increases its \[*sic*\] fitness, allowing it to reproduce more. Because of this, there will be more lizards in the population with this mutation."

This response described one type of mutation, "neutral mutation" and the Propagation of mutation "some lizards may accumulate an advantageous mutation which increases its \[*sic*\] fitness, allowing it to reproduced more." Both of these phrases treat mutations as a *thing* that can be classified into bins or can be propagated in the population. There is some evidence of time associated with the phrase "Mutations originate slowly," but even in this phrase, mutations are treated as something that appears over time, not a process that is causing something to appear. Therefore, Kelly's response is characterized as Entity-Focused.

The Majority of Student Responses Included a Process-­Focused Treatment of Propagation of Mutation
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Surprisingly, considering that the prompt asked about origination of mutations, not propagation, more than half (33 of 64) of students' responses included Propagation phrases that characterized how mutations were transferred from parent to offspring either in a single mating or in populations ([Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"}). Although mutation was treated as an entity (something that can be passed on) in the Propagation phrases, the mechanism of Propagation has the potential to be described as a process or an entity. We wanted to know whether students could adopt a process focus when describing a biological phenomenon, as opposed to whether they adopted a process focus when writing about mutation. Therefore, in the 33 responses that contained Propagation phrases, student writing about propagation was coded using the same three codes used to distinguish between an Entity- and Process-Focused treatment of mutation (Defining Characteristic, Steps, Interations).

Holly wrote,"A lot of things can cause mutations. It could be a frameshift, missense, or sense mutation. These can be insertions, deletions, or frameshift that can either change or not affect the amino acid sequence that will be transcribed and translated. These are then passed down from the parents' gametes."

Holly included the topic of Propagation, stating that mutations are passed down in the process of reproduction. This reflected an Entity-Focused treatment of Propagation, because the phrase provided a naming activity, "passed down," without any dynamics (Interaction or Steps) in the process of Propagation. On the other hand, Ali's response shows evidence of a Process-Focused treatment of Propagation. He wrote,"If it was a helpful mutation, then natural selection will benefit this lizard + it will be more fit than the other lizards + will have more offspring. These offspring will have that mutation + will also be more fit, so they will have also have more offspring + pass the mutation onto them. Eventually after generations, the mutation will be prominent in the population."

This response included the sequence of activities as steps for the process of Propagation, starting from the lizard with a helpful mutation, then the lizard will become more fit, then it will have more offspring, then these offspring will have more offspring, until the termination condition "be prominent in the population." Ali described multiple steps in the process for how mutations can be propagated in a population, thus this response was categorized as a Process-Focused treatment of Propagation.

As shown in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, Propagation phrases were mentioned in 33 student responses, and Cause phrases were mentioned in 48 student responses. The first bar shows the proportion of Entity-Focused responses (21%, gray) and Process-Focused responses (79%, black) for Propagation of mutation; the second bar shows the proportion of Entity-Focused responses (83%, gray) and Process-Focused responses (17%, black) for Cause of mutation. The results show that the majority of responses described Propagation of mutations as a process (black portion in first bar in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), while the majority of responses described Cause for mutations as an entity (gray portion in second bar in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Comparison of descriptions of Propagation of mutation and Cause of mutation shows that Propagation descriptions were Process-Focused, while Cause descriptions were Entity-Focused.](cbe-18-ar45-g001){#F1}

Alex's response included an Entity-­Focused treatment of mutation and a Process-Focused treatment of Propagation of mutations:"Due to either *mistakes in gene replication or a mutagen substance in germlines or an embryo,* a new allele arises. Rarely that allele is beneficial and few individuals that have it can reproduce more frequently and are more fit than others to survive. Natural selection acts on the new allele and select\[s\] for that and against the older one. After a long time and if conditions have remained stable the new allele is dominant in the population."

The Cause phrase defined "mistakes in gene replication or a mutagen substance" (something) as the cause for mutation (italicized phrase). He has named an activity and ascribed a cause ("mistakes in gene replication or a mutagen substance in germlines or an embryo") to an effect ("a new allele arises") but has not provided a mechanistic characterization of mutation that could be coded as Interactions or Steps. In contrast, the depiction of Propagation includes multiple steps: 1) "Allele is beneficial," 2) "Few individuals that have it can reproduce more frequently," 3) "Natural selection acts on the new allele and select\[s\] for that and against the older one," and 4) "After a long time and if conditions have remained stable the new allele is dominant in the population." The phrase "after a long time" (while not coded) is also indicative of a Process-Focused treatment of Propagation, because time is a key attribute of processes.

Noncanonical Ideas Occur in Both Process- and Entity-Focused Responses
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Because it has been proposed that students' process/entity perspective is associated with noncanonical thinking ([@B11]), responses were also coded for the presence of noncanonical ideas. Three main types of noncanonical ideas were identified after coding the 64 student responses: Incorrect Cause (including a cause other than DNA Replication or Induction to explain how mutations arise), Confound Mechanisms (confounding transcription or translation with DNA replication), Determinism (mutation must lead to change in protein or phenotype; only beneficial or nonharmful mutations can be passed down). Twenty-eight students had responses with noncanonical ideas that fit into these three categories (only two students had more than one noncanonical idea). [Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"} shows the association between the process/entity treatment of mutation in the response and the type of noncanonical idea.

###### 

Noncanonical ideas about mutation organized by process/entity treatment of mutation

                                        Noncanonical ideas       
  ------------------------------------- -------------------- --- ----
  Dual-Focused responses (*n* = 7)      2                    1   
  Process-Focused responses (*n* = 2)   1                        
  Entity-Focused responses (*n* = 55)   3                    5   19

Most of the students (19 out of 28) with a noncanonical idea mentioned Incorrect Cause for mutation, with or without mentioning the correct causes for mutation of DNA replication or induction. Four students included the idea that mutations occur to adapt to the environment. Four students who answered the bacteria question included transduction as the cause for mutation. Eleven students each mentioned a random cause such as "mishap in the cell formation," "random cellular metabolic processes," "crossing over," "gene flow," "horizontal transfer." All of these 19 responses provided an Entity-Focused description of mutation; no step or interaction was mentioned to explain the origin of the mutation.

Six responses confounded transcription/translation with DNA replication. These were categorized separately from Incorrect Cause, because it was difficult to ascertain whether this was a naming difficulty or whether students really did not understand how mutations are generated. Out of these six responses, three responses were Entity-Focused descriptions, one was a Process-Focused description, and two reflected a Dual-Focused treatment of mutation. For example, Luke wrote, "Most mutations occur through *a random set of 'mistakes' that occur through DNA replication, translation and/or transcription,*" using the correct cause "DNA replication" and incorrect cause "translation and/or transcription" to define mutation. Brendan's response reflecting a Dual-Focused treatment of mutation stated,"In the process of DNA replication/transcription, there are very rare events in which [an enzyme either makes a mistake when replicating DNA]{.ul} by changing a nucleotide in a sequence or [an RNA polymerase encoding RNA makes a transcript that slightly differs from the desired product]{.ul}. [Any mistakes, such as these, that are not corrected by the cell]{.ul} permanently alter the genotype of that cell as well as any subsequent offspring made with genetic info from altered organism."

Brendan included the steps 1) an enzyme makes a mistake and 2) mistakes are not corrected, indicating a Process-Focused treatment of mutation (double-lined phrases). He also described the mutation being spread to "subsequent offspring," treating mutation as an entity that can be passed down to offspring. Therefore, this whole response was coded as a Dual-Focused treatment of mutation. However, the interaction of RNA polymerase with RNA was incorrectly listed as being involved in mutation (wavy-lined phrase), which is a noncanonical idea confounding transcription with DNA replication.

Six responses, five of which are Entity-Focused descriptions of mutation, included a form of Determinism for two types of ideas. Four out of those six responses stated that only beneficial or nonharmful mutations can be passed on. For example, Sally included the phrases "If this mutation is silent it won't impact anything, if it is detrimental to the survival, that bacteria will be less fit, if it is beneficial, it could be passed on to gametes proceeding \[*sic*\] it." Sally described three effects of mutation---silent, detrimental, and beneficial---but indicated that only beneficial mutations can be passed down, which is a deterministic idea. Two responses included the idea that a mutation would definitely cause a change in phenotype, as Kay wrote,"Mutations originate in bacteria when part of the DNA sequence is changed. This can be the addition, removal or replacement of nucleotides. [When the nucleotides are changed, the DNA can not code for what is was originally intended for]{.ul}. If it codes something different, for example, spots on an animal's fur, this is considered a mutation. In bacteria, these mutations are then expressed in it, such as the function or form of the bacteria."

The definition and types of mutations were listed ("the addition, removal or replacement of nucleotides"), while Kay mentioned that any mutation will lead to a change in phenotypes (wavy-lined phrase), which is a deterministic idea.

DISCUSSION
==========

This study identified three ways students treated mutation in response to the prompt: "Explain how mutations originate in populations of lizards/bacteria": Entity-Focused only, Process-Focused only, and Dual-Focused (both Entity- and Process-Focused). In contrast to previous studies on how surface features (such as organism type) affect students' thinking ([@B35]; [@B27]; [@B38]), students in our study tended to treat mutation as an entity for both organism types. There was a slightly greater proportion of responses for the lizard that were Process- or Dual-Focused (7/30 for lizards vs. 2/34 for bacteria. However, this tendency did not rise to the level of significance. Given the paucity of responses containing a process perspective, a larger sample would be necessary to draw firm conclusions about the effect of organism type on students' responses.

We found that, even after instruction in DNA replication and mutation, the majority of students treated mutation as an entity in response to a prompt that calls for an explanation of the process of mutation in both the lizard and bacterial populations. It is worth noting that 48 students (75%) interpreted the question as intended, at least naming a cause for an effect. However, this study shows that most (39/48) of these students do not go beyond naming an activity that produces an effect, which is not sufficient to show the mechanistic reasoning ([@B30]; [@B40]) that we argue is associated with Process-Focused descriptions based on parallels with [@B46]. This extends prior studies that found that students tended to describe physical phenomena as entities ([@B39]; [@B51]; [@B45]; [@B24]; [@B29]; [@B17]). In these studies, the description of physical phenomena as entities instead of processes was often incorrect ([@B39]; [@B51]). Our findings show that, even when an entity- and process-focused characterization of the scientific phenomenon are both valid, students tend to provide an entity-focused description.

These results suggest that theoretical discussions of why students use an entity perspective to explain scientific phenomena needs to move beyond targeting incorrect categorization of phenomena. It has been proposed that incorrect categorization of scientific phenomena as entities instead of processes may be associated with students' noncanonical ideas about the phenomena ([@B11]). Therefore, this study also examined the association between entity- and process-focused categorization of mutation and noncanonical ideas about mutation. We found that noncanonical ideas were associated with approximately half of Entity-Focused responses and approximately half of Process-Focused responses. Therefore, with respect to phenomena for which either an Entity-Focused or Process-Focused treatment is correct, there does not seem to be an association between a particular perspective and the presence of noncanonical ideas.

Consequences of an Entity-Focused versus a Process-Focused Perspective of Mutation
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although students tend to describe mutation as an entity regardless of the context, experts in biology maintain dual perspectives and switch fluidly between the two depending on the context, in the same way that experts in physics switch between Entity-Focused metaphors and Process-Focused explanations ([@B7]; [@B8]; [@B25], [@B24]). In physics, straddling these two mind-sets is believed to be productive and essential to understanding and communicating concepts such as energy and gravity ([@B25], [@B24]). [@B25], [@B24]) have suggested that entity-focused descriptions for nonmaterial concepts can be used to better communicate with peers when discussing process-focused concepts ([@B25]) and that this entity-focused view can help learners focus on the sense-making process rather than on using the "right" words ([@B24]). Researchers have argued against the use of entity perspectives of processes even as analogy or metaphor, because this treatment could lead to noncanonical ideas that will be hard to displace ([@B45]; [@B52]). The data presented here suggest that noncanonical ideas are associated with responses containing only Entity-Focused perspectives and with responses containing Dual-Focused and Process-Focused perspectives. Moreover, the majority of students with a Process-Focused perspective are capable of switching between an Entity- and Process-Focused perspective within the same short response. Furthermore, as we discuss later, there are affordances to students using both perspectives when considering mutation. We suggest, therefore, that it may be appropriate for instructors to leverage students' existing entity-focused perceptions of a phenomenon, particularly in cases in which both perspectives are valid, with the goal of switching perspectives to suit the context. Additional research needs to be done to determine the affordances and constraints of such an approach when an entity-focused perspective is not legitimate.

In biology, the word "mutation" has both terms entity-­focused attributes (fixed location) and process-focused attributes (steps and interactions) depending on the context. An entity-focused view of mutation (e.g., with a fixed location on the chromosome) may help learners focus on sense-making of the process of inheritance of mutation, while the process-­focused view of mutation initiates mechanistic thinking and the sense-making of the effects that mutation can have in the processes of natural selection and the development of genetic diseases or cancer. If students stick to an entity-focused view of mutation, they may struggle with concepts requiring an understanding of process-focused attributes of mutation. For example, students may have difficulty associating the idea that it takes time for mutations to form and accumulate in cancer (accounting for the benefits of early detection). Additionally, they may have difficulty recognizing that an interaction between the environment and DNA would be necessary for an organism to mutate in response to the environment, accounting for the persistence of this often-heard noncanonical idea ([@B9]; [@B1]; [@B23]; [@B36]; [@B5]). Others have attributed the persistence of this idea to students' difficulty in understanding the randomness of mutation ([@B1]; [@B5]) or to the presence of cognitive biases, such as intentionality or teleology ([@B9]; [@B23]; [@B36]). However, an alternative explanation is that students may not be recognizing that mutation is a process that has attributes of time, steps, and interactions. Therefore, they would not consider that most environmental contexts would not physically be able to cause changes in the DNA. They would also be unlikely to associate the idea of randomness with mutation, because they would not be considering mutation as a process that has this attribute. Instead, they would be thinking of mutation as an entity that already exists.

### Noncanonical Ideas Appeared in Both Process-Focused and Entity-Focused Treatment of Mutation.

[@B12] have argued that misconceiving processes as entities can lead to robust misconceptions, because the attributes associated with these two categories are mutually exclusive. Thus, students would incorrectly assign inappropriate entity-focused attributes to the process. In the contexts studied by Chi and others, the fundamental error is the incorrect assignment of a process to an entity category ([@B45]; [@B11]). Therefore, it has been argued that correcting students' categorization will correct these robust misconceptions ([@B11]).

This study, however, found that students who had process descriptions and those who had entity descriptions both expressed noncanonical ideas. For example, the noncanonical idea of describing errors in transcription as responsible for mutations was present in all categories of descriptions (Dual-­Focused, Process-Focused--only, Entity-Focused--only treatment of mutation). It could be that this noncanonical idea is of the type [@B11] calls "false beliefs" or "flawed mental models" and may not be the robust type that is associated with confounding entities and processes. This type of noncanonical idea can be corrected relatively easily by explicit or implicit refutation, for example, showing students the correct belief or model and asking students to compare and contrast it with their noncanonical ideas ([@B11]).

#### Effect of an Absence of a Process-Focused Perspective on Students' Understanding of Phenomena.

The most common noncanonical idea in this study is ascribing an Incorrect cause (19 responses out of 64). All 19 responses show an Entity-Focused treatment of mutation. The wide variety of incorrect causes students specified as generating mutations aligns with previous studies that showed students had difficulty in understanding mutation ([@B38]; [@B5]). Because only nine Process-­Focused descriptions were identified in our study as opposed to 55 Entity-Focused descriptions, future research on a sample with more Process-Focused responses is needed to determine whether a Process-Focused view of mutation inoculates students against noncanonical ideas associated with incorrect causes.

Students Are Capable of Process-Focused Explanations of Scientific Phenomena
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

To our knowledge, this is the only scientific phenomenon with a dual nature for which student treatment of the phenomenon has been investigated using the cognitive theory of entity/process classification. In previous studies, the entity-focused perspective of investigated scientific phenomenon is often an incorrect understanding ([@B39]; [@B51]; [@B45]; [@B24]; [@B29]; [@B17]). In this study, an Entity-Focused perspective is a choice that students make that reflects how they access their knowledge about mutation. Our results show that, in response to a question that should have elicited a description of the process of mutation, most students defaulted to an Entity-Focused description of mutation, but one that is not incorrect. Their responses included phrases that define mutation as altered DNA or errors in DNA replication, or describe types of mutations, or show the propagation of mutations in the population. Most students did not include phrases that describe the processes of mutation. They did not describe the interactions or steps in the process of mutation, even though they were answering this prompt after instruction in DNA replication and mutation. This indicates that mutation as a process was not accessible to them when they answered this prompt, although it is possible that they may show that this information is available to them in other contexts ([@B49]).

Many students were able to access information about interactions and steps of another scientific phenomenon in their descriptions. Taking advantage of students' spontaneous and unexpected production of descriptions of propagation of mutations (either from parent to offspring or within populations), we investigated whether students produced Entity- or Process-Focused descriptions of propagation. Many students who produce an Entity-Focused response about mutation are capable of Process-Focused descriptions of propagation. Almost twice as many descriptions of the process of propagating a mutation in a population are Process-Focused as opposed to Entity-Focused. This implies that students are not inherently "process thinkers" or "entity thinkers." Instead, it is necessary to look at the instructional context surrounding mutation as opposed to propagation.

Instructional Context Favors Entity-Focused Treatment of Mutation
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Students' tendency to describe mutation as an entity could be the result of the tradition in biology instruction of a treatment of mutation that emphasizes the entity-focused perspective. The textbook used in this class indicates bias toward depicting mutations as entities to be characterized instead of processes with steps and interactions of objects. A similar pattern was observed with another commonly used textbook for college biology majors, *Biological Sciences* ([@B18]). Similarly, in physics, physical phenomena tend to be treated as entities in textbooks, as more than 80% of the clauses containing "heat" in two of three mainstream textbooks for introductory physics are describing "heat" as an entity, suggesting that instruction may play a role in students' entity-focused view of physical phenomena as well ([@B7]).

Exposure to the entity-focused perspective of scientific phenomena may be reinforced by the coverage of science within the classroom. In the classroom in this study, a review of notes and classroom artifacts showed that the instructors spent much more time covering mutation as an entity (either embedded within a process) or describing the types of mutations than they did on explaining the process. This may reflect instructors' prior training (e.g., evolution has a more entity-focused treatment of mutation than molecular biology) and/or a traditional view of how mutations should be taught. The instruction of mutation reported in previous studies also focused on the treatment of mutation as an entity ([@B47]; [@B13]). On the other hand, instructors may perceive that the process-focused perspective of mutation should be taught in an advanced biology class rather than an introductory class. [@B5] mentioned that mutation was taught in an introductory biology class as the origin of variation after instruction of evolution, because "a detailed overview of different molecular types of mutation and of DNA repair mechanisms was beyond the scope of the course" (p. 531).

More broadly, students may also have been conditioned by prior science instruction to view science as a collection of facts rather than a set of explanations of how and why things happen ([@B32]; [@B43]; [@B16]; [@B40]). For example, researchers have shown that educators tend to reward students' knowledge of the correct terminology rather than students' efforts in making sense of the phenomenon ([@B41]; [@B40]; [@B48]). This conditioning may explain why others have found that students struggle with constructing causal explanations for scientific phenomena ([@B2]; [@B26]).

Implications for Instruction
----------------------------

This study shows that students tend to describe mutation as an entity, not including the process-focused attributes of mutation when answering how mutations originate. Because a process-focused perspective can benefit students' sense-making of other biological phenomena, we suggest that instruction should emphasize the process-focused attributes of mutation, for example, the steps and interactions, while minimizing the instruction of categorization or definition of mutations. In addition, our findings suggest that instructors need to be aware that the characteristics of mutation that are accessible to novices may not include process-focused attributes. Therefore, instructors should clarify when they use the word "mutation" whether they are referring to the process or the entity. Such steps may help to improve communication and minimize the development of noncanonical ideas.

Future Directions
-----------------

This study was designed to explore how students described mutation, not what they could understand about the mechanism of mutation. Moreover, it was designed to explore what ideas about mutation were accessible to students, not what was available to them. Thus, it remains unclear from this work whether students' perspectives are influenced by their understanding of the mechanism of mutation and whether or not students *can* associate process attributes to mutation (vs. whether they *do*). While we chose this approach because we wanted to understand what students might be accessing when they hear or see the word "mutation," additional studies are needed to explore these questions. However, our results show that, when instructors use the word "mutation" in class in a process context (as in our written prompt), it is likely that students are not associating process attributes with the concept, which may be contributing to noncanonical ideas that appear in diverse contexts.

Supplementary Material
======================

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

^1^Brendan also incorrectly states that the initial event could be RNA polymerase making a mistake during transcription. We are not coding for correctness of answers, but indicators of steps or interactions.
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